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IPSOS, THE GLOBAL MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY

Who we are
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We are one of the largest Market
Research Agency in the world
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We have over 3,500 staff in 14 APAC
countries, with 16,600 employees
globally, across 88 countries
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We have a strong market presence in
emerging economies: China, Russia,
South East Asia, Brazil, Africa & the
Middle East
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We are one of the few remaining
independent
Market
Research
agencies in the world
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We have worked with our client
partners in every industry, locally and
globally
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Our goal is simple: to be our clients'
preferred research partners in our areas of
specialization, based on BQC (Better,
Quicker, Cheaper) methodologies and
processes. We want our clients to be proud
and pleased to work with us - and we want
each one of us to be proud and pleased to
offer our clients high quality standards,
efficiency and intelligence.

IPSOS IN MALAYSIA
OVERVIEW
Ipsos in Malaysia was established in 1997. The 3rd largest market
research agency in the world with 350+ fulltime employees, including
100+ research specialists. We have conducted 304 focus groups, 422
in-depth interviews and 52,800+ CATI interviews, 108,000+ CAPI
interviews in 2016.

Katharine Davis
Managing Director

+60 12688 9057
katharine.davis@ipsos.com

COMPUTER AIDED PERSONAL INTERVIEW
500+ interviewers and 240+ CAPI machines. Nationwide
coverage & reach up to sub district. 7 field bases in
Peninsular Malaysia, 1 in East Malaysia. iField quality
management via geo-location and passive recording.

Genuine engagement and
interest in the success of
our project.
Coca-Cola

COMPUTER AIDED TELEPHONIC INTERVIEW
Largest Computer Aided Telephonic Interview facility
with 80 work stations.

ONLINE / MOBILE SURVEYS
1 Million+ panel reachability through internal and
external panel partners. Mobile survey facilities

QUALITATIVE
3 FGD rooms with viewing and audio-visual
facilities in KL. Partners across Malaysia. 12+
Internal and External moderators.

CENTRAL LOCATION TESTING
3 Suites in KL, Online facilities and pantries
through partners across Malaysia

DATA PROCESSING & VISUALISATION
In-house teams for end to end data coding,
processing and visualization.

ISO audits through internal and external auditors. CAPI (20%) validation through back checking, recall and live
witnessing. CATI (20%) live listening and full recording.

Advertising + Marketing’s
Market Research Agency of
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Certifications &
Recognitions

IPSOS PUBLIC AFFAIRS:
The social research and corporate reputation specialists

Content Sources:
Ipsos Global Advisor : Global @dvisor is a 20+ country, online, monthly syndicated research service used to generate information on public opinions and global trends.
Ipsos Reputation Council : Group of 120+ C level representatives of fortune 500 companies across the globe.
Ipsos Malaysia Self funded projects.
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Impact of Corporate Reputation
“Character is like a tree and reputation
like its shadow. The shadow is what we
think of it”
Abraham Lincoln

Brand is what you say to the world. It’s the
promise that you make. Your reputation is
what the world say about you.
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Unlocking Reputation through Trust
When you trust someone you are
more likely to believe what they
say, you will seek out their advice,
you will value their experience and
judgment, and ultimately, you will
give them your confidence and
your business.
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65%

Of the world feel “brands I trust are more important
than ever to me”. It’s a mental shortcut to avoid risky
choices.

Organisations wants to hear the same
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Ref: Ipsos Reputation Council

But, trust is in short supply

80%

32%
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of people across the world believe that “there is so much contradictory information it’s hard to
know who to trust”.

Only one third of global
population believe that CEOs of
large companies can be
generally trusted to tell the
truth.
Ref: Ipsos Global Advisor

43%

Urban Malaysians
believe that
corporations do not
have their
customer’s best interest in heart,
while taking decisions.
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Ref: Ipsos Global Advisor

Trust drivers of a regular company
For
companies
in
general,
trust
is
primarily driven by
quality and the other
commercially dynamic
metrics.
The
relationship
between
’commercially dynamic’
and CSR is moderated
by the track record
measure.

Commercially Dynamic
Ref: Ipsos Reputation survey on 100+ companies

Track record

Socially Responsible

What makes the top trusted companies different
Intervening
relationship
does
not
exist
for
companies in the top trust
tier. Social Responsibility
have a direct impact on
commercially
dynamic
measures, it is connected
more solidly to their core
business.

Commercially Dynamic
Ref: Ipsos Reputation survey on 100+ companies

Track record

Socially Responsible

Industries facing reputational risk

Industries facing reputational risk
Ref: Ipsos Reputation Council

Key risks to reputation

It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five
minutes to ruin it. If you think about that, you'll do
things differently.
Warren Buffett
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Key risks to reputation
Quality issues with product/services

42%

Cyber Security breach

42%

Malpractices by staff

27%

Poor customer service

26%

Mistreatment of Environment

17%

False marketing claims

17%

Mistreatment of Local Community

13%

Mistreatment of Staff

10%

Ref: Ipsos Reputation Council, Ipsos Global Advisor

* Note included in the list:
False news & videos , populist / nationalist sentiment.

75%

Of Urban Malaysians believe Cyber
threat is a bigger crime than
physical attack. Organisation that
faced with the attack was
irresponsible
in
protecting
themselves.

Cyber criminality is the number one external threat. It affects the
trust that customers have built and impacts directly on your
reputation in the long term.

Politics/ Nationalism – Reputational Risk

Populism has propelled a long running decline in trust of the establishment,
including both private and public sectors.

Corporates endorsing social responsibility ( Ex. Climate change , Renewable
energy) are increasingly viewed through political lenses.

Ref: Ipsos Reputation Council, Ipsos Point of view

Traits that matters the most, facing crisis

Ref: Ipsos Reputation Council

High profile, strong leadership

58%

Strong relationship with stakeholders

54%

Committed staff

33%

Corporate heritage

17%

Reputation as a thought leader

15%

Alignment of departments

12%

Extensive /Well know CSR

9%

Track record of financial success

4%

Transparency – Too much of a good thing ?

Ref: Ipsos Reputation Council

Reputation Risk Readiness

Preparedness
Starts with early warning systems
– Testing and Mapping risk
scenarios –
Risk RegistersScenario Enactment – until
Contingency planning.

Engagement
Engaging stakeholders. Educating
employees and senior staff on how
to respond/manage media.

Ref: Ipsos Reputation Council

Coordination
Compliances
functions
ambit
expanded to include reputation.
Task forces (Risk Management team)
for reputational risk. Alignment
between departments.

Transparency
Organizational transparency as a
foundation of relationship. Regular
updates on the degree of risk/threats
and measures in place.

“It is not the strongest of the species that
survive, nor the smartest...
… but the one most responsive to change”
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